Abstract. Two players want to eat a sliced pizza by alternately picking its pieces. The pieces may be of various sizes. After the first piece is eaten every subsequently picked piece must be adjacent to some previously eaten. We provide a strategy for the starting player to eat 4 9 of the total size of the pizza. This is best possible and settles a conjecture of Peter Winkler.
The Problem
Alice and Bob share a pizza. The pizza is sliced by cuts from the middle to the crust. There may be any number of pieces which may be of various sizes. To eat the pizza Alice and Bob have to stick to the following politeness protocol:
(i) They pick pieces in an alternating fashion; (ii) Alice starts by eating any piece of the pizza; (iii) Afterwards only pieces adjacent to already eaten pieces may be picked. This means that in each round (except the first and the last one) Alice and Bob have two available pieces from which to pick. This paper deals with the following question: How should Alice pick her pieces to eat a big portion of the pizza? We develop a strategy for her that guarantees her at least 4 9 of the whole pizza. The strategy works for every possible cutting of the pizza and for every possible behavior of Bob. The ratio 4 9 is best possible; examples where Alice cannot eat more of the pizza were previously known [3] .
A peculiarity of our pizzas is that they are allowed to have pieces of 0-size. If one prefers, such pieces can be thought of as having very small ε-size, though the importance of such pieces is to the structure, not to the size, of the pizza. Generally, for a set S of pieces we refer to the sum of sizes of its elements as its size S . If we consider the number of pieces in such a set, we make that clear.
A simple and nice argument yields the following.
Proposition 1.1. Alice can eat at least 1 2 of a pizza with an even number of pieces. Proof. Color the pieces alternately green and red. This is possible as the number of pieces is even. Either the green or the red pieces carry at least half of the size of the pizza, say the red part. To eat all the red pieces, Alice starts with any red piece and then she always picks the piece which was just revealed by Bob. Doing so every time only green pieces will be available for Bob.
At first glance the case of pizzas with an odd number of pieces looks better for Alice. She eats one piece more than Bob. Curiously, things can get worse for her (see Proposition 1.3). Nevertheless, the argument applied for pizzas with an even number of pieces can be adapted to guarantee A pizza with an odd number of pieces may be colored red and green in an almost alternating way. This means that there is exactly one pair of adjacent pieces of the same color. We fix this color to be red. We call such a partition (R, G) an almost alternating coloring. The key insight is that Alice can force the game to end up with Alice's and Bob's pieces being the red and green pieces, respectively, of an almost alternating coloring. She can do so by behaving like in the previous proof: after the first piece Alice always picks the piece which was just revealed by Bob. Such a strategy for Alice is called follow-Bob, shortly fB.
The cut C between the two adjacent red pieces of an almost alternating coloring is determined by the coloring. Conversely, every cut C induces an almost alternating coloring (R(C), G(C)). Hence, in a pizza with an odd number of pieces there is a one-to-one correspondence between cuts and almost alternating colorings. Proof. Choose an almost alternating coloring of the pizza which minimizes the total size of the red pieces and call its cut C worst . By playing any fB-strategy Alice eats at least as much as the size of R(C worst ), so assume the red pieces add up to something less than 1 3 of the pizza. Hence there is more than 2 3 of the pizza on green pieces. Let p be a green piece such that the size of the green pieces from p (included) to C worst in either direction is at least half of the total size of green pieces. Now let Alice start with p and play fB. This way Alice eats all green pieces from p to C worst in at least one direction and so she eats at least 1 2 · 2 3 of the pizza. Proposition 1.2 shows that there always exists a fB-strategy that enables Alice to eat at least 1 3 of the pizza. This is the best Alice can ensure by playing fB. To see this consider the pizza depicted in Figure 2 that allows Bob to always eat 2 3 of the pizza if Alice plays fB. On the other hand it is easy to see that Alice can prevent Bob from eating more than 1 3 of the pizza, but that Alice has to come up with a different strategy from simply following Bob.
Unfortunately there are also pizzas in which, if Bob is very smart, Alice cannot eat half of the total size. Since the (elementary) proof of this proposition does not give much insight, we have put it into the last section of the paper. The interested reader can understand this proof without consulting Sections 2-4.
At "Building Bridges: a conference on mathematics and computer science in honour of Laci Lovász", in Budapest, August 5-9 2008, Peter Winkler conjectured that Alice can eat at least 4 9 of any pizza. He also noted that 1 3 from below is easy and 4 9 is best possible. We verify the conjecture to be true. Independently, the same result is given by Josef Cibulka, Jan Kynčl, Viola Mészáros, Rudolf Stolaŕ and Pavel Valtr [1] .
We already pointed out that in order to eat more than 1 3 of the pizza Alice has to find strategies different from fB. Nevertheless the best fB-strategy can be really valuable to Alice. Our arguments for strategies better than 1 3 consider several strategies, at least one of which turns out to be good depending on the pizza. A certain fB-strategy will always be a candidate.
Based on the strong connection between fB-strategies and cuts, Section 2 focuses on how the structure of the pizza can be analyzed relative to cuts. We will show that either a pizza is easy for Alice or we can partition it into three nicely structured intervals that form the foundation of all our strategies. In Section 3 we slightly modify the fB-strategies based on the above-mentioned intervals. We will prove that the best of fB-strategies and modified-fB-strategies yields at least 
Partitioning the pizza
Remember that any cut C of a pizza with an odd number of pieces induces an almost alternating coloring (R(C), G(C)) into red and green pieces, and vice versa. If Alice plays fB this will result in such a pair of a cut C and its coloring (R(C), G(C)), no matter what Bob does, where Alice and Bob eat red and green, respectively. Still, Bob can influence where the cut will be. The set of possible resulting cuts consists of two cuts bounding Alice's opening piece together with every other cut starting with either of these cuts. Now, for ending up with a given cut there are many possible behaviors of Bob but all of them yield the same almost alternating coloring. We are not interested in the exact course of a fB-strategy, but in the outcome in terms of the resulting almost alternating coloring. This establishes the crucial: Observation 2.1. A fB-strategy can be seen as: First Alice picks her starting piece p, then Bob picks a cut C such that p ∈ R(C). Now for any given starting piece p there is a cut C, which minimizes the size R(C) of R(C) among the almost alternating colorings with p ∈ R(C). We call such a cut (Bob's) best answer to p. Note that the best answer to a given starting piece p might not be unique. On the other hand a single cut may be the best answer to several starting pieces. Most importantly for every best answer C Alice has a fB-strategy to guarantee herself at least R(C) . We will refer to this strategy as the fB-strategy associated with C.
Definition. We call a pizza easy if there is a fB-strategy yielding at least 1 2 of the pizza for Alice. Otherwise we call the pizza hard.
We have already noted that for some pizzas fB-strategies are not enough for Alice to eat 4 9 of the pizza. But, for instance, pizzas with an even number of pieces are easy by Proposition 1.1. So hard pizzas have an odd number of pieces. In the following we collect several properties of hard pizzas. Call two distinct cuts neighboring if they enclose a single piece of the pizza.
Lemma 2.2. A hard pizza has no neighboring best answers.
Proof. Let p be the piece between two neighboring best answers C and C ′ . As Figure 3 ), we get that R(C) ∪ R(C ′ ) is the whole pizza. This implies that the size of one of the two -say R(C) -is at least 1 2 of the pizza. But since C is a best answer, Alice playing the fB-strategy associated with C eats at least R(C) .
A pizza with neighboring best answers C and C ′ . The coloring induced by C ′ is indicated by stripe patterns which lie on top of the coloring induced by C that is indicated by fillings.
By an interval in the pizza we mean a set of consecutive pieces. Odd and even intervals are those with an odd and an even number of pieces, respectively.
Observation 2.3. Any two cuts C and C
′ cut a hard pizza into one odd and one even interval. On the odd interval we have R(C) = R(C ′ ) and on the even interval Figure 4 . We use the notation "the odd (C, C ′ )-interval". 
G(C)
Proof. Let C ′ be the cut on the other end of I. If it were the case that G(C)∩I < R(C) ∩ I , then it would follow that C ′ would be a better answer for Bob than C, contradicting our assumption that C is a best answer for Bob.
Let us have a look at worst and best cuts for Alice among Bob's best answers. In the set C worst we collect those cuts which minimizes R(C) . Clearly, all cuts in C worst are best answers. The elements of C worst can be characterized by the following consequence of Lemma 2.4. In C best we put the best answers which maximize R(C) . Observe that C worst = C best only if R(C) is the same for all best answers C, and that C worst ∩ C best = ∅ otherwise. For convenience let A(C) denote the set of pieces to which a given cut C is a best answer. Now we are going to choose three special best answers C worst , C best and C mid that cut our pizza into three intervals. They will play a major role for the rest of the paper.
• The cut C worst is an arbitrary element of C worst . Observe, since C worst is so bad for Alice, if C worst is a possible answer to a piece it is also a best answer to it, i.e. R(C worst ) = A(C worst ).
• The cut C best is chosen from C best such that the number of pieces that have C best as a best answer but not C worst is maximized. That is, C best maximizes the cardinality of A(C)\A(C worst ) over all C ∈ C best . To insist on the "but not C worst " only matters for the case where C worst = C best , but in that case it is really important.
• The last cut we choose is C mid . By Lemma 2.2, we can assume that the odd (C best , C worst )-interval has at least three pieces. Call the second piece in this interval (counting from C best )p. Now we define C mid to be any best answer top. Observe, sincep lies in G(C worst ) ∩ G(C best ) the cut C mid is different from the other two.
By Observation 2.3, the colorings induced by C worst and C best agree in the odd (C worst , C best )-interval, i.e., R(C worst ) = R(C best ) in the odd interval. In the even (C worst , C best )-interval we have G(C worst ) = R(C best ).
Moreover we observe
The latter is fully contained in the even (C best , C worst )-interval. Denote byp the last piece of A(C best )\A(C worst ) when going from C best to C worst through the even (C best , C worst )-interval. The piecesp andp together with the cut C best divide the pizza into three intervals -one consisting only of a single piece. This situation is depicted in Figure 5 . The next lemma will determine in which of the three intervals C mid has to lie.p Figure 5 . The two cases in the proof of Lemma 2.6 that lead to a contradiction. Lemma 2.6. In a hard pizza, C mid lies in the interval between C best andp not containingp.
Proof. Suppose C mid lies in the interval betweenp and C best not containingp (lefthand case in Figure 5 ). Then C mid and C best are neighboring, since this interval consists of a single piece. Thus the pizza is easy by Lemma 2.2.
Hence, assume that C mid lies in the interval betweenp andp not containing C best (right-hand case in Figure 5 ). Since C mid is a possible answer top the number of pieces betweenp and C mid in either direction has to be even. Hence, the (C mid , C best )-interval I that containsp and all other pieces from A(C best )\A(C worst ) has an odd number of pieces. Thus we have R(C mid )∩I = R(C best )∩I which means that C mid is a possible answer of Bob to all pieces in A(C best )\A(C worst ). Now C mid is a best answer that is available to Bob in all cases C best (and not C worst ) is a best answer to Bob. Thus C mid cannot be worse than C best for Alice, i.e. C mid ∈ C best .
Since C mid is a best answer top to which C best and C worst are not available, we finally obtain that A(C best )\A(C worst ) is strictly contained in A(C mid )\A(C worst ). This contradicts the way we have chosen C best .
We conclude that C mid has to lie according to Figure 6 . pp C best C mid C worst Figure 6 . The tripartition of a hard pizza.
Lemma 2.7. The best answers C worst , C mid and C best divide the hard pizza into three odd intervals.
Proof. By the wayp is chosen, C worst has to lie in the interval betweenp andp not containing C best . Together with Lemma 2.6 this implies that C mid lies in the even (C best , C worst )-interval. As the number of pieces betweenp and C mid in either direction has to be even, C mid cuts the even (C best , C worst )-interval into two odd intervals.
We have now constructed a partition of a hard pizza into three parts. We call the odd (C mid , C worst )-interval B, the odd (C best , C mid )-interval W and the odd (C best , C worst )-interval M . The names of the parts come from the name of the cut opposite to them. Now we partition each of the three parts in an alternating manner into two disjoint sets. For any letter X ∈ {B, M, W } let X be the set of the alternating partitioning containing both border pieces, and let X be the complementary set in X. See Figure 7 for an illustration. We call X the major pieces and X the minor pieces. The name is justified below in Lemma 2.8. For a set X, X or X with X ∈ {B, M, W } we refer to its size by x, x or x, respectively.
From now on we will no longer talk about red and green pieces according to a given cut. Rather we talk about major and minor pieces in the three derived parts of the pizza. Table 1 collects guaranteed outcomes of Alice and Bob in the three fB-strategies associated with C ∈ {C best , C mid , C worst }, i.e. fB-strategy starting from any piece in A(C). Alice's outcome Bob's outcome Table 1 . Alice's guaranteed outcome achieved by fB-strategy starting from any piece in A(C) for C ∈ {C best , C mid , C worst }, respectively. And outcomes of Bob's best reply, respectively.
Proof. As C worst is the best cut for Bob among all best answers, C best is the best for Alice and C mid lies in the middle, we get b + m + w b + m + w b + m + w. This yields the first three inequalities. For the second statement, if x x for some X ∈ {B, M, W } then Table 1 yields that one of Alice's fB-outcomes dominates an outcome of Bob corresponding to a different cut. This results in an outcome of 1 2 of the pizza for Alice, i.e., we have an easy pizza. A contradiction.
Lemma 2.9. Given a hard pizza with best answers C best , C mid , C worst chosen as above, let C ∈ {C best , C mid , C worst } be a cut and X ∈ {B, M, W } be a part bordered by C. For any even interval I ending at C and completely contained in X we have
Proof. We will show that every C ∈ {C best , C mid , C worst } is a best answer to some piece in the opposite part to C. Since it lies in the part opposite to C it is not contained in I. Combined with Lemma 2.4, the result follows from G(C)∩I = X ∩I and R(C) ∩ I = X ∩ I. Case 1: C = C best . By Lemma 2.6, we know thatp (a piece that C best is a best answer to) lies in B (See Figure 6 ). Case 2: C = C mid . Again by Lemma 2.6 we know thatp, the piece that C mid is defined to be a best answer to, lies opposite in M (See Figure 6 ). Case 3: C = C worst . We know that C worst is a best answer to every piece in R(C worst ). As the pizza is hard C mid and C best are not neighboring. Thus there is at least one piece of R(C worst ) in W .
We will not make use of the special piecesp andp anymore.
Best Of Three -A 3/7-Strategy
Remark. In the following considerations we assume that the given pizza is hard since Alice can eat at least 1 2 of an easy pizza with her best fB-strategy. In particular, we assume that the pizza has an odd number of pieces and the existence of our three special cuts C best , C mid , C worst , and all the consequences from Lemmas 2.2, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. This section will outline the idea of modified-follow-Bob-strategies for Alice, mfBstrategies for short. They are based on the tripartition derived in the last section. The value of each strategy will be bounded from below in terms of {b, b, m, m, w, w}. Afterwards we will argue that the best of fB-strategies and mfB-strategies ensures at least 3 7 of any pizza for Alice. Taking another look at Alice's guaranteed outcomes in the three considered fBstrategies (see Table 1 ), note that in all of them Alice eats one major part and two minor parts. The bad case for these outcomes is when the whole pizza lies in the major parts (this happens in Figures 2 and 11) . To improve Alice's guaranteed outcome in general we must provide a way to eat more of the major parts. To do so, fix X ∈ {B, M, W } and let p X be a middle piece of X, i.e., p X ∈ X such that summing up the sizes of all X-pieces from p X (included) along each direction until hitting the borders of X yields at least
Definition. For X ∈ {B, M, W }, the modified-follow-Bob-strategy for X denoted as mfB X is defined as follows:
(i) Alice starts with eating p X .
(ii) As Bob's move reveals a major piece of X Alice picks it, i.e., follows Bob. Doing so, Alice eats all major pieces of X from p X to one of the borders of the X-part. (iii) At the moment when Bob eats a border piece of the X-part and reveals a piece outside of X Alice makes a single move that does not follow Bob. This means she picks a minor piece of X. (iv) For the rest of the game, Alice plays fB. Since X has an odd number of pieces she forces Bob to be the first who picks a piece outside X.
We want to bound Alice's outcome for the strategy mfB X from below. From item (ii) above it follows that Alice eats all X-pieces from p X (included) to one of the borders of part X. Hence by the definition of the middle piece p X , Alice eats at least x 2 before the first time a piece outside of X is revealed. Although Alice definitely eats some more pieces of X we content ourself with x 2 as a lower bound on her outcome inside of X.
The next lemma will bound Alice's outcome outside of part X. We will reuse these bounds for further strategies in Section 4. For now observe that from items (iii) and (iv) it follows that Alice plays fB outside of part X and ensures not to be the first who picks a piece outside X. 
Proof. Alice plays fB outside of part X. Thus in the end Alice's and Bob's pieces partition the pieces outside X either in an alternating way or in an almost alternating way. We will show that in the worst case we can assume them to be purely alternating, i.e., Alice eats one minor and one major part outside X. Once established, the inequalities of Lemma 2.8 tell us which combination has the smaller size. We can therefore assume these to Alice's. Suppose X = M and in the end the pieces outside of X are distributed in an almost alternating way. Then Bob must have eaten the B-piece adjacent to C worst as well as the W -piece adjacent to C best . Let C be the cut between the two adjacent pieces of Alice outside X.
First suppose C lies in the interior of part B (see the left case in Figure 8 ). Then the (C worst , C)-interval fully contained in B has an even number of pieces. Moreover Alice eats B-pieces and Bob eats B-pieces in the considered interval. By Lemma 2.9, Alice's outcome will not be greater if Alice eats the B-pieces and Bob eats the B-pieces there, i.e., their pieces purely alternate. Now suppose the cut C lies in the interior of part W (see the right case in Figure 8 ). Then, the (C best , C)-interval fully contained in W has an even number of pieces and, by Lemma 2.9, Alice's and Bob's pieces in this interval can be exchanged without increasing Alice's outcome.
Finally, observe that, with Alice starting in M , the cut C cannot equal C mid because of the parity.
The cases that Alice starts in B or M are analogous as Lemma 2.9 implies the same for all X ∈ {B, M, W }.
p_a p_a
Alice's pieces = Bob's pieces = By the choice of the middle piece and Lemma 3.1 we obtain the following guaranteed outcomes for mfB-strategies:
We have devised, in all, six strategies for Alice: three pure fB-strategies associated with the cuts C best , C mid and C worst respectively, and three mfB-strategies mfB B , mfB M and mfB W whose outcomes are bounded from below by Table 2 .
Next we show that the best out of these strategies for Alice ensures her at least 3 7 of the pizza. This can be done by an easy averaging argument. Table 2 . Alice's guaranteed outcomes of mfB-strategies associated with parts B, M and W .
Proof. If the pizza is easy Alice can eat half of it with her best fB-strategy. So we assume that the pizza is hard and we can split it into three parts as described in Lemma 2.7. Then Alice may play strategies such as:
(i) The fB-strategy associated with C best , which yields at least b + m + w;
(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB M , which yields at least b + m 2 + w; (iii) The mfB-strategy mfB W , which yields at least b + m + w 2 . Summing up the guaranteed outcomes of mfB M , mfB W , and 3 2 times the guaranteed outcome of the fB-strategy associated with the cut C best , we get
Hence the sum of three and a half of Alice's outcomes is at least 3 2 times the total size of the pizza. Thus, one of the three strategies has to give Alice at least the average value In Section 3 the mfB-strategies were constructed to secure x 2 of the X-part for Alice and to enforce an alternating or almost alternating distribution of pieces on the rest. The idea of a special treatment of one part of the pizza and applying fB on the rest will be refined in this section. This will result in a collection of strategies for Alice such that there is always a strategy yielding at least 4 9 of the given pizza. A single part X ∈ {B, M, W } will be regarded as a self-contained pizza that arises by cutting off the other parts and glueing together the cuts at the borders of X. The resulting pizza we call the X-pizza.
Observation 4.1. The glued cut is in C worst of the X-pizza and that is why this cut is called C worst (X). The reason is that Lemma 2.9 assures that every even interval in the X-pizza ending at the glued cut satisfies the inequality of Observation 2.5.
All the strategies for Alice that will be introduced in this section are loosely speaking built up in the following way: Start in part X and, as long as the game does not reach the borders of X, act as if the game just concerns the X-pizza. This means Alice pursues a strategy S on the X-pizza that is independent of the other parts. Moreover, Alice shall stick to fB outside of X whereas Bob shall pick the first piece outside X. This enables us to bound Alice's outcome outside part X with Lemma 3.1.
For this to work out, the strategy S that Alice pursues on the X-pizza has to have an additional property. If the glueing cut C worst (X) is revealed, then Alice should not pick the other piece p adjacent to C worst (X), because seen in the entire pizza, still the parts different from X are in between. Hence p is not available, unless it is already revealed from the other side. We locally modify our strategies to fulfill this requirement and show that this does not decrease Alice's outcome.
If Alice plays fB on the X-pizza then she makes the forbidden move if Bob reveals C worst (X) and she follows him. Suppose she plays a mfB-strategy according to a tripartition {C worst , C mid , C best } of the X-pizza. Choose C worst as the glueing cut C worst (X). Then we can guarantee that in case Alice makes the forbidden move it is a move in which she follows Bob, as well. Proof. Note that after the revealment of C and Alice's subsequent move, strategy S tells Alice to follow Bob until the end. This can be seen easily if S is a fB-strategy. If S is a mfB-strategy, this follows from C = C worst . p Alice's pieces Bob's pieces
eaten before C revealed Figure 9 . A scenario in which Alice picks the piece p instead of going across C that was just revealed by Bob.
Let us look at Alice's outcome when she sticks to the exceptional rule, i.e., in the case C is revealed by Bob and Alice picks p instead of following Bob. Right after Alice has eaten p it is Bob's turn and hence the remaining (uneaten) pizza has an even number of pieces. Since Alice follows Bob for the rest of the game the remaining pieces will be distributed in an alternating or almost alternating way.
In case of an almost alternating coloring let C ′ be the cut separating two pieces of Alice. The even (C, C ′ )-interval will be distributed alternatingly starting with a piece of Bob at C, see Figure 9 . Since C ∈ C worst Observation 2.5 tells us that we can bound Alice's outcome from below by switching the alternation in this interval. Hence in a worst case, when Alice adheres the exception, the remaining part will be distributed alternatingly starting with a piece of Alice at C. Now, the crucial point is that the same resulting distribution of the pizza can be achieved by Bob if Alice just follows Bob after he has revealed C. To do that, Bob simply follows Alice. As a result the pizza from the cut C up to the piece p will be distributed alternately in the same way it was in the worst case above.
Therefore by obeying the exceptional rule, Alice's outcome cannot get worse.
We can now set up a strategy for the whole pizza that treats the game inside and outside of X separately.
M
′ and W ′ in the whole pizza: one is illustrated in Figure 10 ; in the other, the places of B ′ and M ′ are switched. Figure 10 . The W -pizza with three distinguished cuts and the partition of the whole pizza into parts M , B, M ′ , W ′ and B ′ .
Let S be the fB-strategy for the W -pizza associated with the cut C best (W ) and let mfB W ′ be the mfB-strategy for the W -pizza corresponding to the part W ′ . We propose four strategies for Alice for the whole pizza:
(ii) The mfB-strategy mfB B , which yields at least With w = b ′ + m ′ + w ′ and w = b ′ + m ′ + w ′ it follows that the above sum is at least twice the size of the whole pizza. Since we summed up the outcome of 9/2 strategies, their average value is 2/ 9 2 = 4 9 of the pizza.
Extremal Examples
In the following we provide a pizza of which Alice cannot eat more than 4 9 of the pizza against a clever Bob. The example is due to Peter Winkler and proves Proposition 1.3.
Proof of Prop. 1.3 . The size of the pizza is 9, so we provide a strategy for Bob to eat pieces whose sizes sum up to at least 5.
If Alice starts with a 0-piece, then the remaining part has an even number of pieces and still has size 9. So Bob can two-color the pieces and eat the color with larger size as Alice did in Proposition 1.1. In this way Bob's outcome is at least ⌈ 9 2 ⌉ = 5.
In order to deal with a different behavior of Alice, consider the partition of the pizza into the three connected intervals indicated by the three thick cuts in Figure 11 . If Alice starts with a non-zero piece, Bob picks the available piece adjacent to a thick cut. Afterwards Bob always picks the piece just revealed by Alice (so he follows Alice) unless this would mean eating from a still untouched interval. If both pieces available to Bob are from untouched intervals, he picks the piece from the interval of smaller size. One can verify (several elementary cases) that Bob always eats at least 5 with this strategy.
In fact, there is even a {0, 1}-pizza (with pieces of sizes 0 and 1) with 21 pieces of which Alice eats at most 4 9 against a clever Bob. Our methods, including the tripartition of pizzas, can be used to show the minimality of these examples in terms of number of pieces. Finally note that, in general, Alice can find a best strategy for a fixed pizza by a dynamic programming approach in quadratic time.
Final remarks. If the pieces of the pizza are restricted to be of non-zero minimal size, then Alice can get beyond
